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BY

NORMAN J. WEISS(')

1. Introduction. An important class of domains of several complex variables

consists of tube domains TD over open convex cones D. These domains are analogous

to the upper half plane in classical complex analysis, and there is a natural analog

to the Poisson kernel which reproduces the real parts of holomorphic functions on

TD from their boundary values. The purpose of this paper is to generalize the

theorem of Fatou which states that the Poisson integral of an integrable function

/on the line converges to/almost everywhere. A partial generalization is found in

the case of tube domains over cones which are domains of positivity (to be defined

in §2); these tube domains are holomorphically equivalent to certain of the bounded

symmetric domains classified by E. Cartan.

By an open convex cone, we mean an open, convex subset D of Euclidean «-space

Fn such that if x g D and A > 0, then Xxe D, — Xx $ D. The tube domain TD over

D is the subset of complex «-dimensional space consisting of vectors of the form

z = x + iy, x g Fn, y e D. We say that a holomorphic function Fon TD is of the class

H", 0</?<co, if supyeD|En |F(x + i»|pí/x<co.

There is a natural generalization of the Poisson kernel for the upper half plane

(the tube domain over the positive half line) to a function Py(x) on En, indexed by

y g D. (The formula for Py(x) is given in §2.) It is shown in the paper of E. Stein,

G. Weiss and M. Weiss [14] that Py(x) has these important properties:

(1) If FeH2(TD) and F(x) = Umy^0 F(x+iy), where the limit is in the F2(£n)

norm (and can easily be shown to exist), then Re [F(x + iy)] = )E Py(x — t) Re [F(t)].

(2) Py(x) is an approximation to the identity, i.e., for all y e D, jg Py(x) dx=\,

and for all S>0, limy_0 $]xi>6 Py(x) dx = 0.

Our interest in this paper centers about the boundary behavior of functions

u(x + iy) on TD as y->0. (Points of the form x-M'-O, xgF„, make up the dis-

tinguished boundary of TD in the sense of Bergman.) It will be useful to define the

notion of restricted convergence of^ g D to the origin; we say that y -*• 0 restrictedly

if there is a constant a such that

\y\ld(y,8D)<a,
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that is, if y does not come "too close" to the boundary 3D. Convergence of y to

the origin without this condition is referred to as unrestricted convergence.

It is shown in [14] that if Fe HV{TD), 0<p<co, then F{x + iy) converges a.e. on

En to its L" boundary value F(x) as y -> 0 restrictedly; the same, of course, holds

for/=ReF. Suppose now that/ is an arbitrary real-valued function in Lp{En),

1 á/>¿oo, and set

u(x + iy)= f   Py{x-t)f{t)dt.

It is natural to ask whether u{x+iy) converges to/(x) a.e. on En as y -> 0. (It is not

necessarily true that / is the boundary value of the real part of a function holo-

morphic on TD. See, for instance, [11].)

In the case when D is an octant, i.e.,

D = {{yx,...,yn) :yx>0,...,yn> 0},

in which case TD is the Cartesian product of« half planes, the following is known:

(a) \ffeV{En),p>\, or even if/EL(log+ L)""1 locally, then u{x + iy) -+f{x)

a.e. as y -> 0 unrestrictedly. (This is a corollary of the argument used by Jessen,

Marcinkiewicz and Zygmund [5] to prove strong differentiability of multiple

integrals.)

(b) If/6 L1{En), then u{x + iy) -*-/(x) a.e. on En as y -» 0 restrictedly. (This is a

result of Marcinkiewicz and Zygmund [12].)

The situation is not so nice when D is a more general cone, and, in particular,

a "smoother" cone. In fact, it is shown in [14] that if D is the forward light cone

CncEn, (to be defined in §4) then for every « ¡g 3 andp < 2«/3, there exists/E L"{En)

such that lim supj,_0 u{x + iy)=ao a.e. on En, where y is allowed to converge

unrestrictedly. In this paper, we show that a result like (b) holds when D is a domain

of positivity.

In §2, we give the definition of a domain of positivity and discuss some of

its properties. In §4 we show that if D = Cn, the forward light cone in En, then

u{x+iy) —>f{x) a.e. as y—>0 restrictedly, iffeV for any p>\, or even if/is

locally in F(log+ L). As will be remarked, this is a strong indication that the

condition feL1 is sufficient to guarantee restricted a.e. convergence of u{x + iy) to

f{x). We also show that the condition je L1 does suffice in the nontrivial case when

« = 3. In §§5-7, we use the theory of Jordan algebras to deduce the former result

when D is an arbitrary domain of positivity.

The method of proof in each case is to estimate u{x + iy) in terms of certain

maximal averages of/ to use the so-called method of rotations to relate these

maximal functions to maximal functions over rectangular sets in En, and then to

use the properties of the latter set down in §3.

To conclude this section, I would like to express my deepest gratitude to Professor

E. M. Stein, who suggested the topic of this paper to me and gave his time freely

for many invaluable conversations.
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2. The Poisson kernel; domains of positivity. In this section, we discuss the

Poisson kernel for tube domains over cones, define domains of positivity, and give

some of their properties.

In his paper [1], Bochner defined the analog of the Cauchy kernel for the tube

domain over an open convex cone, D. Defining the dual cone,

D* = {teE„: t-y ä 0, all y e D)

(and assuming that D* has nonempty interior), the Cauchy kernel is given by

(1) K(x + iy) = K(z) =  [   e2nizldt.
Jd>

The function K(z) is easily seen to be holomorphic on TD. Moreover, if

F(z) g H2(TD) and F(x) is its L2 boundary value, then

(2) F(x+iy)=i   K(x-t + iy)F(t)dt.
jEn

The Poisson kernel is given by

(3) Py(x) = \K(x + iy)\2IK(2iy).

The properties (1) and (2) of the Poisson kernel which were given in §1 hold when

D is an arbitrary open convex cone. (The property (1) is a consequence of formulas

(2) and (3) above.) More information about the Poisson kernel is available if D is

taken to have additional properties.

A cone D is said to be a domain of positivity if

(1) D is self-dual, i.e., D* = D.

(2) D is homogeneous, i.e., there is a group G of linear automorphisms of Fn

which takes D into itself and acts transitively on D.

Domains of positivity were studied initially by Koecher [7]. Many of the major

properties of tube domains over domains of positivity are given in the paper of

Rothaus [13]. Function analysis on tubes over domains of positivity is developed

in the paper of Koranyi [9].

It is shown in [10] that tube domains over domains of positivity are holomorphi-

cally equivalent to bounded symmetric homogeneous domains. As is mentioned

in [10], it can be shown further that the class of bounded domains equivalent to

these tube domains is exactly the class of so-called tube type, consisting of domains

having a distinguished boundary whose dimension is half that of the domain.

It is of interest that Koranyi [9] found Poisson integrals, i.e., functions of the

form u(x + iy) = Py *f(x) on tube domains over domains of positivity to satisfy

the equation Aw = 0 with respect to the Laplace-Beltrami operator arising from the

riemannian structure on the tube domain.

We conclude this section by stating two conventions that will prevail for the

remainder of the paper.

(1) \E\ denotes the Lebesgue measure of a (measurable) subset of Fn.
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(2) Functions on En are assumed to be nonnegative. It will be clear that this

involves no loss of generality.

3. Rectangular maximal functions. In this section are collected several results

about maximal functions over rectangular sets in En. The proof of part (a) of

Lemma 3.2 reveals the obstacle standing in the way of a proof of a.e. convergence

for Poisson integrals of L1 functions on tube domains over arbitrary domains of

positivity.

The results we need are «-dimensional variants of the following well-known

theorem of Hardy and Littlewood [4], Recall that all functions are to be taken as

nonnegative.

Theorem 3.1. Let f be a function on (-oo, oo), and set

/(x) = sup(2£)-1 ¡X + ef{x-t)dt.
e>0 Jx-e

Then there exist constants A', Av, 1 ̂ p^co, independent off, such that

(a) For all s>0, |{x :f{x)>s}\ < A's'1 \\f\\x.

(b) \\f\\^Ap\\fl, \<pîcc.
(c) If f is supported on [-1, 1], then

Ff(x) dx 5 Ax Ç f(x) log+/W dx + Ax,

where log + u = 0, u< 1, log + u = log u, u}zl.

In what follows, x e En will have components (x1;..., xn) and (J) will stand for

an «-tuple (/,.. .,/„) of nonnegative integers.

Definition. For e>0, Re{j)={x e En : |x¡| ^2,'e, /= 1,..., «}.

For a function / on En,

/<?>(*)= \X!n\ -1 \ J{x-t)dt.

Tufa) = sup/f)(x).

Lemma 3.2. (a) |{xeF„ : fU){x)>s}\<B's-1 \\f\\x.

(b) \\f(í){x)\\páBp\\f{x)l,l<p^co.

In each case, the constant is independent of fand of{j).

The proof of part (b) follows from repeated application of Theorem 3.1(b).

The proof of (a) is in the paper of Marcinkiewicz and Zygmund [12], and is the

crux of their proof of restricted a.e. convergence for the Poisson integral of an L1

function on Foctant. It is based on a Vitali-type covering argument, which in turn

rests upon a crucial fact about rectangular sets, which we call

Property A. Let R be a rectangular set in En, and let R be the union of all sets

congruent to R and oriented like 7? which meet 7?.
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Then \R\ <c\R\, where eis a constant depending only on «. (In fact, ccan be any

number larger than 3n.)

As will be seen in §§4 and 6, estimates for the Poisson integrals of functions on the

tube domains we consider involve maximal functions over sets which do not satisfy

Property A. These maximal functions may not satisfy the conclusion of 3.2(a),

which is needed in the proof of restricted a.e. convergence for Poisson integrals of

L1 functions.

The result we substitute for 3.2(a) is the «-dimensional variant of 3.1(c). It is

proved here as a special case of the interpolation theorem of Marcinkiewicz.

(See [15, II, p. 118].)

Lemma 3.3. Suppose that f is supported on the unit cube In in En.

Then }l f{j)(x) dx^Bx J", f(x) log+/(x) dx + Bx, where Bx depends only on n.

Proof. We show that Bx depends only on the bounds B' and B2 in 3.2. (The

choice of p = 2 is inconsequential.)

Writing/0) = F, it follows in particular from 3.2(b) that

(1) m(F)(s) = |{x : F(x) > s}\ < (B2¡s)2 f f(x)2 dx.
Jin

For each value of s > 0, let f=fx +f2, where

A(x)=f(x),   f(x)>s/2,

= 0,       f{x) Ú s/2.

Set   Fx=fXm,   F2=f2(jy   Clearly,   F^FX + F2,   and   so   m(F)(r)^m(Fx)(r¡2)

+ m(F2)(r¡2) for all r>0 and, in particular, for r = s.

Now \u PáiíF>i ^)+2n, and the first term is equal to

/•CO /» OO foo

m(F)(s) ds á Ji +J2 - I    rn(Fx)(s¡2) ds + I    m(F2)(s/2) ds,

where the decomposition f=fx +/2 depends in each case upon s.

From 3.2(a), it follows that

Jx ¿ B' P 2s-1 { fx(x)dxds = 25' P 5"1 f      f(x) dx ds,
Jl Jln • Jl Jf>sl2

r /•2/(x)

= 25' f(x) s~Ydsdx,
Jf>H2 Jl

= 25' f       fix) log [2f(x)] dx,
Jf>ll2

Se Í f(x)\og+f(x)dx + c',
Jln

where we have used the inequality: ufíu log+ u+1, w = 0.
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On the other hand, it follows from (1) that

J2 ^ {2B2f i™ s~2 f      /(x)2 dx ds
Jl Jf<sl2

= {2B2f\[      f{x)2 T s~2dsdx+¡       f{xfT   s~2dsdx\
\-Jf<ll2 Jl Jf>H2 j2f(x-> J

= (252)2 [ f       /(x)2 dx + {l¡2) f       /(x) dx]
U/<l/2 Jf>ll2 J

á CÍ /(x)log+/W^ + C

This completes the proof of Lemma 3.3.

Remarks. Part (b) of Lemma 3.2 can be proved by the same method as Lemma

3.3, using the obvious fact that \\f\n\\a ̂  11/11«, together with 3.2(a). Also, 3.3

follows from a well-known result of Wiener [16, Theorem V] once one makes the

observation that rectangular sets satisfy Property A and that one can thus replace

the spheres in Lemma C of [16] with rectangular sets whose sides are in fixed ratio

to one another.

4. Almost everywhere convergence on TCn.    In this section we will always write

x = (xj, ...,xn) = {xx, r),   r e £n_1;

and

{x,y) = Xxyx-x2y2-xnyn.

With this notation, we can define the forward light cone in En as

C„ = {x = (Xi,..., xn) : Xx > 0, (x, x) > 0} = {x = (x1( r) : xt > |r|}.

Cn is clearly a domain of positivity with the transformation group

G = {Te GL{n) : (Fx, Ty) = CT{x,y)}.

We begin by stating the main results of this section.

Theorem 4.1. Let f be a function on En and let

u{x+iy) = Py */(x) = f   Py{x-t)f{t) dt,   yeCn

be the Poisson integral of fon TCn.

Suppose further that one of the following holds:

(a) /e L\En) and \Bf{x) log+ /(x) dx<<x> whenever B<=En is bounded.

(b) fe L"{En)for some p, l<p^oo.

Then u{x + iy) -^/(x) a.e. on Enas y -> 0 restrictedly.

Theorem 4.2. When « = 3, the condition feL1{En) is also sufficient for the

restricted a.e. convergence ofu{x + iy) to f{x).
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Theorem 4.1 isa special case of the more general Theorem 6.1, which gives the

same result for tube domains over arbitrary irreducible domains of positivity. A

separate proof of the former is included to make the general result more easily

understandable to the nonspecialist in Jordan algebras, as well as to provide a

basis for the proof of Theorem 4.2.

To establish Theorem 4.1, we estimate Py*f in terms of certain maximal

functions, use the method of rotations to relate these maximal functions to the

rectangular maximal functions of §3, and then apply the results of §3.

The proof of Theorem 4.2 uses the same estimates, but substitutes a "discrete"

version of the method of rotations, which seems useful only in the case « = 3.

Now let

y = CVi,-R) e Cn,       i.e.,   yx > \R\.

We notice that the condition that y -> 0 restrictedly is equivalent to :

(1) 1*1 < ayx,

where a is a constant and a < 1. To see this, it is enough to take y = (yx, y2,0,..., 0).

The condition of restricted convergence is then

d(y,8Cn)i\y\ = M2)m(yi-\ya\)l\y\ > s > o,

which is clearly equivalent to (1).

In his paper [1], Bochner showed that the Cauchy kernel for Cn is given by

analytic continuation of the formula

K(iy) = c'n(y,y)-nl2.

It is immediate that the Poisson kernel for Cn is given by :

(2) Py(x) = cn(y, yTl2l[((x, x) - (y, y))2+4(x, j)2]"'2.

Lemma 4.3. Suppose that y = (yx, R) satisfies (1) and that x=(xx, r) e En.

Then Py(x) = APVl(x), where yx refers to the vector (yx, 0,..., 0), and A depends

only on a and n.

This is a special case of Lemma 6.3; the proof in the specific case at hand is

tedious, but straightforward. It consists of applying the formulae (1) and (2)

separately to the three cases: (a) |x| is small compared to |j>| ; (b) |x| is large and

(x, x)1'2 is small compared to \y\; (c) |x| and (x, x)1'2 are large compared to |j|.

On the basis of the lemma, and with a slight abuse of notation, we will from now

on write y=(y, 0,..., 0) for y e Cn.

Definition. For e>0, i^j, i'=0, 1, 2,...,

Bfj = {x = (xx, r)eEn: \xx\ + \r\ S Ve, | \xx\ -\r\\ £ 2'e}.
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For a function/on En,

fUx)=\Bf,i\-1jBflf{x-t)dt.

f*,{x) = sup ftfcc).
£ >0

We notice, and this will be important, that Bftj is obtained by rotating about the

Xx axis (over S1"-2) the two-dimensional rectangle

Rli = {(h, t2)zE2 : \tx + h\ Ú 2'e, \tx-t2\ Í Te}.

We see also that ReUj is (to within a constant factor) the rectangle ReUj of'§3,

rotated about the origin in E2 by 45°.

Lemma 4.4. Py * f{x) ^ A 2isy 2~u+<tt"1)i] /*(*)> where A is a constant independent

ofi,j, x,y, andf.

Proof. Notice first that |2?f>/|~en21+<n-1M, as is clear from the immediately

preceding remarks. (By F{i, j) ~ G{i,j), we mean that there exist constants ax and a2

independent of / and j such that axF{i, j) ^ G{i, j) á a2F{i, j).)

Recall that we assume y={y, 0,..., 0). For y in this form, and t = {tx, p),

(3) Py{t) = cny»l[y* + 2y2{t2x + |P|2) + (i, t)2f>2.

Now

where

Py*f(x)=   f     Py{t)f{x-t)dt=   í    +Í    +Í
JE„ JAl JA2 JA;

Ax={t: \tx\ + \p\ èy},

A2 = {t: \tx\ + \p\ ̂ y, IM-IHI *y)>

A3 = {t: \tx\ + \p\ Zy, \\tx\-\p\\ Zy}.

The following estimates of Py{t) are now trivial consequences of (3):

Py(t)^cny-n, te Ax,

acB/[2"'a(if + |p|Ta],       teA2,

S cnyn¡{t, f )", t e A3.

The situation on Ax is easiest, since

f   Py{t)f{x-t)dt Zcny-*(  f{x-t)dt ï Af0*0{x).
JAi JA-x

Now for /', /= 1, 2,..., igj, define

FHi = {t : l'-iy Ú \tx\ + \p\ ̂  2'y,2-ly ^ \\h\-\p\\ S 2*y},

and notice that F&c.Sfo. We have A3 = \JfSj Ffj, and if t e F?,,, then

Py{t)ícnynl{t,tr<c{2i + íy)-\
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Therefore, t e Ff,t implies that Py(t)\Bl,\ £2-u+(n-iyn A, and so

f   Py(t)f(x-t)dt á c 2 (2i+iy)~n f   f(x-t)dt
Ja3 iSI JfIi

= A y 2-w+(-»" lof,!"1 f   f(x-t)dt
fii ¿Bit

Ú A 2 2-ll + ̂ -mf*(x).
m

Finally, for7= 1, 2,..., define

Fh = Fj> = {/ : 2'"^ g l/il + IH â 2'j>, Hixl-IHI ¿ >-}•

Now ^2 = U; ^7> and if t e Ff, then

Py(t) S c/(f?+|/»|Ta g c'2"níj-",

and so it follows as above that

f   Py(t)f(x-t)dtúA22-¡fUx).
JA2 j

The proof of Lemma 4.4 is thus complete.

The properties of the maximal functions/;*, will be deduced from the properties

of the rectangular maximal functions./^ of §3 by means of the method of rotations

used by Calderón and Zygmund in singular integral theory [3].

Lemma 4.5. Suppose that fis supported on the unit cube In in En, and thatfi* is the

maximal function of Lemma 4.4. Then

f f*lx)dx S A f f(x)\og+f(x)dx + A,
Jin J¡n

where A is independent of i, j, andfi

Proof. Recalling the definitions of Blf and Rftj preceding 4.4, and that \Bfwi\

^en2t(n-lM+flj we have

(4)

fi*lx) =f*lxx,r) = sup |5f,J|-1 f   f(x-t)dt
e>0 JbI,

fk sup (a^)-1 f       dy'[ce-"2-«n-»i + »Juf(xx, r;y')].
£<0 JS"-

where Juf(xx, r; y')=Juf(x; /)=J-fj/(x1-r1, r- \p\y')\p\n 2 d\p\ dtx. (We again

write t = (tx, /?).)

For (tx, \p\) g Rfj, \p\n-2-¿2in-2)ien~2, so the inner term in (4) is dominated by

(5) :,2_0+i)£_2 r fa-tur-prtdpdti.
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Denote by fuj{x; y')=fij{x1, r;y') the supremum over e of (5), and notice that

\Rf,i\~e22l+i. Thus fj{xx, r;y') is a rectangular maximal function in F2 for each

fixed y' e Sn~2. (It is the maximal average of the function/taken over 2-dimensional

rectangles "pointed" in the direction of/.)

Applying Lemma 3.3, it follows that

f fi.ÂXx-li,r-\P\y';y')dtxd\p\
•>C*i -ti,T-\p\y'yeIn

¿A' f       f{xi-ti,r-\P\y')\og+f{xx-tx,r-\p\y')d\P\dtx + A'.
J..eln

Integrating now over all planes parallel to the one determined by xx, r and y', i.e.,

along the orthogonal complement, we have

(6) f fj(x; y') dx^AÍ f{x) log+ /(x) dx + A.
J'n Jin

Now integrating in (6) over all y' e Sn~2 and using the inequality (4), we have the

lemma as a consequence of the Fubini theorem.

Corollary 4.6. \\ft*¡<\\pèAp\\f\\p, 1 </>í£oo, where Ap is independent ofi,j andf.

The corollary follows from 3.2(b) just as did the lemma from 3.3, except that the

final appeal to the Fubini theorem is replaced by an appeal to the Minkowski

inequality for integrals.

Corollary 4.7.

(a) jIn [suPy>o Py * f(x)] dx^A fin f{x) log + fix) dx + A.

(b) \\™oy>0Py*f{x)\\púAp\\f\\p, l<pZco.

The corollary is a consequence of Lemmas 4.4 and 4.5 and Corollary 4.6.

In order to apply the Corollary 4.7 to the Theorem 4.1, a density argument is

needed.

Lemma 4.8. Suppose that }l f{x) log + /(x) dx<co.

Then there is a sequence {fm} of continuous functions such that for any K>0,

f   I/-/J log+ \K{f-fm)\ < I IK,
Jin

if m is sufficiently large.

Proof. Notice that if u^e, then

«(log Ku) S (1 +log K){u-log u),

so there exists a sufficiently large N^e such that

Í     /(x)log+ Kf{x)dx< I IK.
Jf>N

We may therefore assume that / is bounded on 7„ by a constant TV, which may

depend on K. (Note that we assume K^ 1.)
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But if u^N, then u log+ Ku f¿u(log KN), so that if {fm} is a sequence of con-

tinuous functions converging to fin the L\In) norm, then

f   I/-/-I log+ \K(f-fm)\ = \og(KN)\   |/-/B| -+0.
Jin Jin

Remark. It is possible to make the space of all functions on In such that

[   l/l log+ l/l < oo

into a Banach space L« by defining

11/11. = inf|f? : £ (|/|e-1 + l)log(|/|Ö-i + l) ^ l}-

Lemma 4.8 could then be placed in the more elegant form: "Continuous functions

are dense in L0." Also, it can be shown that Lemma 4.5 is equivalent to the norm

inequality: H/Älli^ll/IU- (cf. Zygmund [15, II, Chapter 4, §10].) But in neither
case can the alternate form be proved without reference to the original form, and

so there seems to be no point in employing the L« norm here.

Proof of Theorem 4.1(a).   It is enough to show that K(x+iy)->/(x) as y->0

restrictedly for a.e. x belonging to an arbitrary bounded set, say

/„ = {x g Fn : \xj\ = 1/2,   / = 1,..., «}.

What we must prove is that for any e > 0,

< e.(7) |/„ H {* : lim_sup |/(x)-u(x+iy)\ > ej\

Write /=/o+/i, where/o is supported on /„ axidfx vanishes on /„. Let g0 be a

continuous function on /„ such that if «0=/0— go, then

(8) f   \h0(x)\log+ [e~2\h0(x)\]dx < e2.
Jin

It follows from Corollary 4.7 that

f   [sup \Py * «0(x)|l dx Ú a[   |«0(x)| log+ |«0(x)| dx + A
Jin    Ev>0 J Jin

and, replacing «0 by e~2h0, it follows from (8) that

f   [sup \Py * «o(x)|l dx = A Í   |«o(x)| log+ (e~2 \h0(x)\) dx + e2A = 2Ae2.
Jin   Lv>0 J Jln

In particular, the set on which |Fy * «0(x)| >£ has measure less than e~\2Ae2)

= 2Ae, and so (7) holds for uh = Py * h0.

Since g0 is continuous and Py(t) is an approximation to the identity (cf. §1),

Py * go(x) ^> go(x) a.e. in 7n as y ~> 0; and certainly (7) holds for ug = Py * g0, and

so for Py*f0 = u0 = uh + ua.
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A similar argument shows that (7) holds for Ux=Py */. It is necessary to notice

only that if x e ïn, t $ 7n, then Py{x — t)^cn, which is immediate from the estimates

of Lemma 4.4. In particular, \Py */(x)| aCnH/Jx if x £ 7n.

This completes the proof of Theorem 4.1(a).

The proof of 4.1(b) now follows immediately by the identical method.

Proof of Theorem 4.2.   On E3, define

f*{x) = 2 2-»+2il/i*,(x).

It follows from Lemma 4.4 that supy>0Py *f{x)^Af*{x). Reasoning as in the

proof of Theorem 4.1 just completed, we see that to prove Theorem 4.2, it will be

enough to show that for every s > 0,

(9) m(J*){s) = \{x :/*{x) > s}\ < As'1 f  /(x) dx.
Je3

Let us restrict our attention for the moment to

/?(*) =f,*oix) = sup Ifi/I-1 f f{xrt)dt,
£>0 JB£

where

Bf = {t = {tl, t2, t3) = {tx, \p\, 6) : \tx\ + \P\ è 2'e, \ \tx\-\p\ | ^ •}.

Partitioning [0, 27r] into TV equal subintervals, dly..., dN, we can express Bf as

U£ = ifcS;, where

kB) = Bf H {(/i, \p\,S) : 6edk}.

Setting kf*{x) = sup£ > 0 \kBf \ - ' $kBef{x - t)dt, it follows that//(x)^(l /#)!?_ i k/*(x).

In contrast to the case of a norm inequality, however, we can now conclude only

that

(10) mUTXs) Í f m(^f*^-

We show that for TV=2"2,

(11) m{kf*)is) âBs-if  f{x)dx,   k=l,...,N,
JE3

where B is independent off, j and k.

Since (11) holds for maximal functions over rectangular parallelepipeds whose

sides have a fixed, but arbitrary, ratio (Lemma 3.2(a)), it will suffice to show that

each " wedge " kB¡ can be covered by a rectangular parallelepiped kRE¡ in such a

manner that

(12) k*?IMI ^ a,

where a is independent of j, k, and e.
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There is an obvious covering of each kB] by a rectangular parallelepiped kR)

whose "length" is a multiple of 2'e and whose cross-sectional dimensions are

multiples of 2'£(sin (n/N)) and [1 +c'2;(l -cos (W#))>.

But then |kJ^|^ae32*fV-Hl+i:'2'(w/#)a]» and, on the other hand, |fc55| £

a'e322iN-\ so that if N=2>'12, we indeed have (12).

Now (11), together with (10), implies that

m(2-»2f*)(s) ^ Bs-1 {  f(x)dx.
Je3

Returning now to the general case when 0 = /:£/, and reasoning as above, we

find that

(13) m(2-^'^2fi*i)(s) èBs-1 i  f(x)dx.
Je3

(For larger i, kBUJ is less "thin," implying that a smaller value of A^ (N=2a~012)

can be used.) Finally, set

f**(x) = sup{2-[<3'*»-(1'*>»/i*(x)}.
i.i

Then

|{x :/**(x) > s}\ = T \{x : 2~</-i)/2/*i(x) > 2(i+i),4s}|

< (y 2~(i+«,4W1 f  f(x)dx = B's-1 f  f(x)dx,
Mai I Je3 Je3

where we have used (13). That is, (9) holds for/**(x). But

/*(x) = 2 2-u + 2nfi*lx)
Hi

(14) <  V 2 "[(IHM + (2+(l/4))f] f**(x)

i.i

= cf**(x),

and so (9) holds for/*(x), and the theorem is proved.

Remarks. In terms of the Property A defined in §3, the point of the proof is

that while the conical surfaces Bf do not satisfy the property, the wedges kBJ do.

The difficulty in extending the theorem to the case «>3 is that the number N of

subsets into which we would have to divide Sn~2 to achieve (12) increases with «.

(In fact, N=(2il2)n~2.) And any value of N greater than or equal to 2' makes the

above proof impossible, since then there are no negative powers of 2' left over to

provide convergence in (14).

5. Compact Jordan algebras. The main result of this section is that any

irreducible domain of positivity can be realized as a subset of a simple compact
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Jordan algebra. We set down enough properties of the latter to enable us to prove

our convergence theorem in §6. Any results not attributed explicitly may be found

either in the paper of Jordan, von Neumann and Wigner [6] or the book of Braun

and Koecher [2].

A Jordan algebra is a commutative, nonassociative, finite-dimensional algebra

satisfying the condition :

a{ba2) = {ab)a2,       a, be A.

Unless otherwise noted, all Jordan algebras in this section are given over the

reals.

For ae A, denote by L{a) the linear transformation on A given by L{a)b = ab. A

Jordan algebra is said to be compact if the bilinear form {a, b) -*■ Tr {L{ab)) is

positive definite. As is shown in [8, Chapter 6, §4], compactness is equivalent to the

property of being formally real in the sense that a2 + b2+ • ■ ■ =0 implies a = b= ■ • •

=0. In their original paper [6], Jordan, von Neumann and Wigner referred to

formally real Jordan algebras as "r-number algebras."

If A is compact, then A has an identity element and A is semisimple. The latter is

equivalent, among other things, to the fact that A can be written as the algebraic

direct sum A = Ax® ■ ■ ■ © An, where each A¡ is simple, i.e., has no nontrivial

ideals. From our standpoint, the crucial implication of the above algebraic

properties is :

Theorem 5.1. Let D be a domain of positivity.

Then there exists a compact Jordan algebra A such that D is {up to equivalence)

the connected component of the identity in

{yeA: detL{y) ^ 0}.

Conversely, any such set is a domain of positivity.

For the proof of Theorem 5.1, see [9, Theorems 9 and 11] or [8, Chapter 6, §4].

The inner product making A into a Euclidean space is the one given above:

a-b = Tr{L{ab)). The transitive group G on D is identifiable as a subgroup of the

group GL{A) of linear automorphisms of A.

We note that D<=A can be defined alternatively as

{yeA: L{y) is positive definite}

or

{y e A : y = x2, det Q{x) / 0},

where Q{x) is as defined in §6.

Let us call a domain of positivity irreducible if it cannot be expressed as a

Cartesian product of domains of positivity. It is immediate that the domain D is

irreducible if and only if A is simple. For the remainder of this section, A will be

assumed to be simple.
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A useful result on the structure of A is the following :

Theorem 5.2 ([6, p. 41]). There is a basis for A of the form {et, St)}, i= 1,..., m;

i<j; X= 1,..., x, where m and x depend only on A, satisfying:

(a) etej=8ijei

(b) eÄ = i(8(, + Sjfc)S,\

(c) S?iS?j = 8)Ui(ei + e,)

(a) StjSjk = ¿{ = i AiftSJic

(e) SiiSe,=0,i,j^k,l.

An easy computation reveals that the above is actually an orthogonal basis for

A with respect to the inner product ab = Tx (L(ab)).

It is shown in [6] that a simple compact Jordan algebra is of one of these five

types :

(a) #„, « = 3, 4,..., the algebra generated by the identity fx, and/2, ...,/„ with

the multiplication rules fif = 8{jfx, i,j> 1.

(b) Sfm, m—1, 2,..., the real «x« symmetric matrices.

(c) 3^m, m = 1, 2,..., the complex « x « hermitian symmetric matrices.

(d) âm, m = 1, 2,..., the quaternionic « x « hermitian symmetric matrices.

(e) S, the exceptional algebra consisting of 3 x 3 hermitian matrices over the

Cayley numbers.

In cases (b)-(e) the multiplication is given by ab — \(a °b + b°a), where a ° b

denotes ordinary matrix multiplication.

The corresponding domains of positivity, denoted Cn, Sn, Hn, Qn and E axe

easily seen to be, respectively, the forward light cone and the set of positive definite

matrices in each of the matrix algebras.

In the case of the matrix algebras, the basis given in Theorem 5.2 is the obvious

one; the value of x is, respectively, 1, 2, 4 and 8. Identifying *€n with Fn by letting

the f be the usual unit vectors, the two idempotents are

ex = ((n-\y2, l,...,l)/2(«-l)1'2

ande2 = ((«-l)1'2, -1,..., -l)/2(«-l)1/2. (And x = «-2.)

The subgroup K' of G which fixes the identity e of A can be shown to coincide

with the group of algebra automorphisms of A. It is also true that K' is a sub-

group of the orthogonal group on A.

The following is a consequence of a theorem in [2, p. 329].

Theorem 5.3. Let K be the connected component of the identity in K'.

Then for every xe A, there exists ke K such that

m

Kx) = 2 a'e"
i = l

where the a¡ are real and the e¡ are the idempotents of Theorem 5.2.
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The theorem in [2] is stated for another subgroup K0<=K', but an easy argument

yields Theorem 5.3. (See the remark at the close of the proof of Lemma 6.6.)

For the matrix domains £^n, J^n and J„, Theorem 5.3 is the usual result about

diagonalization of symmetric matrices; for #B, the group K is SO(«— 1), and 5.3 is

nothing more than the statement that SO(«— 1) acts transitively on Sn~2.

6. The main result.    We again begin by stating the main result of the section.

Theorem 6.1. Let f be a real valued function on the Euclidean space En. Let Py{x)

be the Poisson kernel with respect to the irreducible domain of positivity D<=En. On

TD, set u{x+iy)=Py */(x).

Suppose further that one of the following holds:

(a) fe L\En) and ¡Bf{x) log+ /(x) dx<ao whenever B is bounded;

(b) f e Lp{En) for some p, l<p^ao.

Then u{x+iy) ->/(x)/or a.e. x e En as y -*■ 0 restrictedly.

The theorem will be proved using the correspondence between irreducible

domains of positivity and simple Jordan algebras of §5. Thus we assume that D is

the connected component of e in

{yeA : detL(y<) / 0},

where A is a simple compact Jordan algebra.

Let us define the so-called quadratic representation on A. To any xeA, we

associate the linear transformation Q{x) on A given by

Q{x) = 2{L{x))2-L{x2),   i.e., Q{x)w = 2x{xw)-x2w.

We note in passing that the transitive group G on D is the same as

{Fe GL{A) : Q{Ta) = TQ{a)T*, all a e A},

where T* e GL{A) depends only on F ([8, Chapter 4, §3]).

Consider now the complexification A + iA of the Jordan algebra A. We identify

TD with {x + iy : x e A, y e D).

Lemma 6.2 ([10, p. 27], [8, Chapter 6, §5]). For y e D,

K{iy)'2 = C dtt Q{y).

In particular, K{iy)'2 is a polynomial; the analytic continuation of K{iy)~2 vanishes

nowhere on TD.

It follows from the lemma and from (3), §2, that for x + iye TD,

K{x+iy) = C[det Q{-i{x + iy))Yil2,

Py{x) = C[det Q{2y)T2l\dct ß(x+i»|.

Now let y e D. By Theorem 5.3 there exists ke K such that k{y) = 2¡m= i y^i- The

condition of y e D implies in particular that each yt is positive. It is routine to show
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that the condition of restricted convergence, \y\/d{y, dD)<a is equivalent to the

condition

(2) yjy, < b,i,j = \,...,m

for some constant b. Denote by y the smallest of the y¡.

Lemma 6.3. Let xe A, and suppose that y e D satisfies (2).

Then Py{x) ̂  BPye{x), where ee A is the identity and B depends only on b.

Proof. A direct computation reveals that for any z, the matrix of Q{z) with

respect to the basis {e¡, Sf¡} is symmetric. We denote this matrix by Q{z) also. Since

any k e K is orthogonal, and, as is easily checked, Q{k{z)) = kQ{z)k~1, we may

assume that y = 2r= i y&\- (The y{ will be positive.)

The basis elements e¡ and Sy are easily seen to be eigenvectors of Q(2T= i yieù

with the respective eigenvalues yf and y{yj, so that as a matrix, Q{y) is diagonal and

m / m        \ x(m -1) +2

(3) det Q{y) = JJ yf TJ Gw)* =   ]"]>
i=l i<¡ \(=1     /

It follows in particular that

det Q{y) S b2n det Q{ye),

(recalling from 5.2 that « = dim A = \m{m—\)x + m).

It thus follows from (1) that the proof will be complete if we can establish:

Lemma 6.4. Lety = ^J=1 y^ e D and x e A. Then {8ldyx) |det Q{x+iy)\ ^0.

Proof. Set y0 = ex + 2?= 2 yfi¡- By the fundamental identity for the quadratic

representation [8, p. 64],

Q(x+iy) = Q{yô112)-1 [QiQ(yôll2)x+iQ{yôll2)y)]Q(yo-112)-1

= Qiyö112)-1 Q(yöll2y

where x0 = Q{yô 1,2)x is arbitrary since x is. Moreover, x0 = c1e1 + 2jtA dySy + Xx,

where Xj e A± = {x e A : exx = 0}. And Ax is a subalgebra of A, so [2, p. 329] there

exists wxeAx such that w\ = ^J=2e¡ and 2(h,1)x1 = 2™=2 cfij. Setting w — Wx + ex,

we have w2 = e (which implies that Q{w) is an automorphism of A) and

Qiw)(x0 + i(yxex+% e\) = 2 cJe, + 2<3fS5*+'U'A+2 e)
\ \ 1=2      II j=l i.K \ j = 2      /

(4)
m

= 2 *a+2 c^s«-
í=l Í.A

On the other hand,

(\ r m 1 2nlm

2 zfii+2 c^u = *i • • •«--2 (^>)2 n **
j i,A / L j.K k = 2;k*j
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This is directly verifiable for each class of nonexceptional compact Jordan

algebras. It can be shown to hold in the exceptional case by a tedious and inelegant

method involving the multiplication table for the Cayley numbers and the fact that

det Q(x) = [R(x)]2nlm, where F is a homogeneous polynomial of degree m in the

coefficients of x.

Finally, it follows from (4) and (5) that

8_

8y

(I I n     \\ \mln\

det Q\x0 + iiyxex+2 ei)j\    j

(iz2--zm){zx--zm~2(cii)2     II     M
L \ j.K k = 2;k*j       I

m

yi\z2\2---\zm\2+2(cîi)2 n W

2 Re

= 2
y.A k = 2;k*i

^  0.

This, together with (3a), completes the proof of the lemma, and so also that of

Lemma 6.3.

Corollary 6.5. |detg(x+/ye)|2 = C |det<2(x+i»|2.

Proof. Let y* = ma\{yx,..., yn}. It follows from (1) that y* <by, and so,

using the method of the lemma, we have (noting that b^l)

|detg(x-H»|2 = |detg(x + i>*e)|2 ^ b2n \detQ(x + iye)\2.

It is a consequence of 6.3 and 6.5 that Py(x) and Pye(x) are comparable, that is,

that restricted convergence is equivalent to convergence along the ray passing

through the identity.

From here on, we assume y=ye=ye, again abusing notation by using y to

denote both a member of D^A and a positive number.

Before proceeding to the proof of 6.1, two preliminary results are needed

concerning integration over A. As we saw in Theorem 5.3, any xe A can be

diagonalized by some k e K, the connected component of the identity in the

automorphism group of A ; that is, &(x) = 2™=i heu where the t¡ axe real. We write

this sum as d(t), t g Fm. Now letting M be the subgroup of K which takes each

xe A of the form x = d(t) into itself, and E'm = {(tx,..., tm) : tx^t2^ ■ ■ ■ ̂ tm}, there

is a bijection E'mxK\M-* A, which is given by (t, [k]) ->k(d(t)). There is an

obvious Euclidean measure dx on A corresponding to the orthogonal basis {eu S«}.

Lemma 6.6. Writing x = k(d(t)), dx = A(t) dt dk, where dt is Euclidean measure on

E'm, dk is the induced measure on the coset manifold K\M, and

m

A('i, ■•-,',*) = cmY\ IU-t,\x.
i>i

The formula does not, of course, hold on the set of measure zero consisting of xe A

with some equal eigenvalues, (where we refer to the t¡ as eigenvalues).
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Proof. We wish to find the Jacobian of the map ?? : E'm x KjM -> A at the point

(t, [k]). Since each k' e K is orthogonal, the Jacobian of the map x -> &'(x) of /Í to

A is 1, and so we can assume [/c] g F/jW to be the identity.

Denote by Í and m the Lie algebras of Fand M respectively. Then Ï —m can be

regarded as the tangent space to KjM at the identity. It can be shown [8, Chapter 4,

§5], that Í = {[L(a), L(b)] : a, be A}, where [Tx, T2] = TXT2- T2TX as usual. It follows

from the multiplication rules of Theorem 5.2 that the following is a basis for

I — m:

{[L(ei-e,), L(Sh)] : i > j = 1,..., m; A = 1,..., x}.

Now identify the tangent space to E'm at t with Fm and the tangent space at

d(t) e A with A. It follows that 8r¡: Em xi—m -> A is given by

8r¡(8t, [L(a),L(b)]) = d(8t)+[L(a),L(b)](d(t)).

To evaluate the Jacobian, it is enough to notice that

[L(ei-ei),L(Sm(2t^) = fe-^)(^)^ + ̂ (^) = 0 + S^-^j-

This completes the proof of Lemma 6.6.

We remark that the isomorphism, 8r¡, of tangent spaces enables us to establish

Theorem 5.3 from a similar theorem in [2].

We now estimate the volume in A of the set of elements whose eigenvalues lie in

the rectangular set

Rfn = {t e Em : \tt\ á2M-

Lemma 6.7. Suppose that jx è/2= • • • äym^0. Then

I       FT   \t. — t.\x dt ~ en2'ii(m~1)x + 11+i2l{m~2)x + 11+'"+i<<>
J «(*„,><» 1

where n is the dimension of A.

Proof. Homogeneity of degree n follows from the identity n = \m(m— l)x + m.

We now assume that e = 1. Writing

A(0 = T-[\ti-tj\*, RHS ^ 5|F(1,)| sup{A(0 : ie^,} ^ B(LHS).

We prove that LHS^B'(RHS) (*) by induction on m. Suppose for now that x= 1.

When m = 2,

Í    \tt-t}\ dt = I2 = [(2*1 +2'03-(2>» -2'2)3]/3
Jr¡»

^ 2(22h +í2).
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Now suppose that (*) holds for m — 1. Then

r2'l i-2'2-1 /•2'm-1

[November

/•2>l f-2'2"1 /•2)m-1

J(3/4)2'U-2,2_1 J-2'^-1

r-2'l T m

£ I  inf fi l'i-'*l   A^-0"-»'8/«-!)
J(3/4)2'1   L'a'"'» íc = 2

^ (2J'i/4)(2yi/4)m - \2-m(m - 1>,27m _ x) ^ 7i'2m,'i+<m ~ w« + '" ' +/»

where we have used the homogeneity property,

Im-i(J2,-..Jn) = 2-<--1>'2/m_1(/2-l,...,ym-l).

The extension to the case x> 1 is obvious.

We are now able to prove Theorem 6.1 just as we did Theorem 4.1. By Lemma

6.3, we may assume y e D to be of the form ye, y>0. Once more, y is used to

denote both a member of D and a positive number. For any x e A and ke K,

k{x + iy)=k{x) + iy, since k{e) = e. Therefore, choosing k so that £(x) = 2fm=i txeu

we have

Kix + iy) = C[det ß(-i(* + ir-))]"1/:

(6)
Py{x) = cy il(/ + '<2)

n (y-Hd

T(x(m-'l) + 2)/2

-U(m-l) + 2)/2

where we use again the fact that « = dim A=\m(m — l)x + «i, and notice that Py{x)

has the correct homogeneity of degree — «.

As before, we write ReU) = {t e Em : \tt\ Ú2^e}. Assume that7'^ • • • ^jm.

Definition.

B[n = {xeA:x = k{d{t)), t e Rffí, [k] e KIM}.

For a function/on A,

f&{x) - iJfol-1 f   fix -u) du,
Jb'm

f%x) = sup/¿S(x).

Lemma 6.8. Let y=ye and xe A. Then

Py*f{x)SC     2      2-['i+" + lw2 + --- +((m-l)x + l)imI f*Mix).

Proof. The proof follows exactly as did the proof of Lemma 4.4 in the case of

Cn. A few observations are needed to see that this is so. First of all,

Pyix) = PkW{k{x)) = {íor y = ye) Py{k{x)).
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Therefore, if

XeDil.im       °h-l.ím-í   —   rh.im'

F (x) ^ c'vnl2lií + "■ +?m1[;í(m"1) + 21 y2n

while on the other hand, from Lemma 6.7,

IBK I   <   rvrfyi,l<.m-l)x + l]+i2l{m-2)x + ll+ ■■■ +im
\"ii.im i   " *v * '

so that

F„(x) • 15&| ^ 2- [,'i+ (*+ 1U« + •••♦«•- «*+ im»i.

Integration over all F$, completes the proof of Lemma 6.8.

We now proceed by the method of rotations. The place of

Sn -2 ( = SO(n -1 )/SO(n - 2))

is now taken by K\M.

Lemma 6.9. Suppose that fis supported on /=/„, the unit cube in A, and thatf% be

the maximal function of Lemma 6.8. Then

jfjlx) dxúB Ij\x) log + f(x) dx + B,

where B is independent of(j) andf.

Proof.

fjlx) = sup |Jfe|_1 Í     d[k][   f(x-k(d(t)))A(t)dt.
e>° Jkim Jnlf-,

But it follows from Lemma 6.7 that

\Be   l_1   S   £-'»2"[;l[<m"1);( + 11+;2[<m~2)'( + 1)+ "• +-'m1

Also,

sup{A(r) : t e R¡fí} = e»-»2,i(m-1>í[+í'»<m-2))t+",+'--i)I.

Therefore,

f*(x)ic sup ¡     rf0fc][.—2-»i+-+« f   f(x-k(d(t)))dt\
e>° Jkim L Jrcw J

Denote by /(;)(x ; [k]) the supremum over e > 0 of the inner term in the last ex-

pression. For each fixed [k] e K¡M,fñ(x; [k]) is a rectangular maximal function,

and so by Lemma 3.3,

f fa)(x-k(d(t)); [k])dt = C f     f(x-k(d(t)))log + f(x-k(d(t)))dt + C.
Jx-k(.dU))eI J...SÍ

Integrating now over all «-dimensional varieties parallel to

Vxm = {x+k(d(t)):teEm},

i.e., along the orthogonal complement of the subspace V0¡m, we have

jfulxi [k]) dx^A J7(x) log + /W dx + A.
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Integrating finally over all [k] e KjM, we complete the proof of 6.9. Just as in §4,

we have also

Corollary 6.10. ||/(*||pá^p||/||P, 1 </><oo, where Ap is independent off and

of{j).

The proof of Theorem 6.1 is now a consequence of the method of proof of

Theorem 4.1, together with Lemmas 6.8 and 6.9 and Corollary 6.10.

7. Almost everywhere convergence on product domains; nontangential convergence.

In this section, we derive the expected results about a.e. convergence on tube

domains over products of irreducible domains of positivity. Also, the case of

restricted nontangential convergence to the boundary is considered.

Suppose now that 7) = Dj x • • • x Dk is a Cartesian product of irreducible

domains of positivity. By Theorem 5.1 and the fact that a compact Jordan algebra

is semisimple, and thus the direct sum of simple Jordan algebras, it can be shown

that any domain of positivity is of the above form. In what follows, there will be

no loss of generality in assuming that k = 2.

We notice first that

K{zx, z2) =  f t**H.H>-«fV dt = K{zx)K{z2),
J Dx xD2

so that P{yx,V2){xx, x2)=Pyi{xx)Py2{x2).

Next, because d{Dx x D2) = Dj x dD2 u dDx x D2, it follows that restricted

convergence of {yx, y2) to (0, 0) requires the restricted convergence of yx and y2 to

0 separately. We know from Lemma 6.3 that for our purposes, yx and y2 can each

be assumed to converge to 0 along a single ray. We again denote by yx and y2 both

the vectors and the parameters on the respective rays. The condition of restricted

convergence now implies further that

c ^ yxly¡¡ á c',

for some constants c and c'. It is clear now from the estimates of the Poisson

kernel in Lemma 6.8 that, given the condition of restricted convergence, {yx, y2)

can be assumed to be of the form {y, y), where y is the parameter along the

respective rays.

Following now the procedure of 6.8, we conclude that

Piy.y, *f(Xi, X2)  á  A 2 2-«! +">/<¿(*l> X2),
U)

where {j) = {ju .. .,j'mi ;jmi+i, ■ ■ -,jmi +m2) and/^ is a maximal function over the

Cartesian product of two surfaces of the type 7?f;).

Application of the method of rotations leads to the expression off* in terms of

an («ij + w2)-dimensional rectangular maximal function.

The method of Proof of Theorem 4.1 finally leads us to

Theorem 7.1. The results of Theorem 6.1 hold for arbitrary domains of positivity.
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Notice that the only irreducible domains of positivity in three dimensions or

less are (up to equivalence) the positive halfline in Ex and the light cone C3 in F3.

The method of proof of Theorem 4.2 leads to a result which can be stated in the

following form :

Theorem 7.2. Let D be a Cartesian product of irreducible domains of positivity

whose dimensions are at most 3. Let f be a real-valued function on the appropriate

Euclidean space EN and suppose that fe L"(EN)for somep^l.

Then Py *f(x) —>f(x) a.e. on EN íbj->0 restrictedly.

Until now, we have considered convergence of x+iyGFD to xgF„ as _y->0

restrictedly. A more general type of convergence, which is often more natural to

consider, (cf. [15, II, Chapter 14]) is restricted, nontangential convergence. We say

that x + iyeTD converges to X e En restrictedly and nontangentially if j>->0

restrictedly and there exists a constant c so that \X— x| <c|}>|.

Theorem 7.3. Under the assumptions of Theorem 6.1, and even if D is an arbitrary

domain of positivity,

u(x + iy) ->f(X)   as   x + iy ->- X

restrictedly and nontangentially for a.e. X e En.

In light of the proof of Theorems 6.1 and 7.1, it will be enough to consider

the case when D is irreducible, and to prove in this case :

Lemma 7.4. Py(x) ^ CPy(X), where C is independent of x, X and y.

Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 6.1, we can consider D as a subset of the

simple compact Jordan algebra A and assume that y is of the form ye, y > 0, e the

identity of A.

Supposing that k(x) = ^J=xxiei, k'(X) = Jj?=x Xxex for appropriate k, k' e K it

follows from (6), §6 that Lemma 7.4 is equivalent to

m m

Y\iy2+x?) ¿ cncv2+*?)-
i=l i=l

In particular, it suffices to show that for some ordering of the x¡ and X¡,

(1) y2 + X? í C"(y2 + xf),       i = 1,..., m.

Recalling the definition of the inner product in A, we see that the condition of

nontangential convergence becomes

Tr(L[x-A-]2) = c2y2.

Moreover, since L(k(X)) = kL(X)k~l, we may assume that X=~2 X^e^ Consider

now the expression Tr (L[k(x) - X]2) as a function on K. Considering the action

of the Lie algebra of K on A, it is not hard to show that this function has its critical

points at values of k for which k(x) = 2 xtev (I thank Professor J. Simons for this
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argument.) In particular, the function attains its minimum at such a value, and so

there is an ordering of the x( and X{ such that

(2) Tfr(HK*-Jr«tor)á«ry.

Computing the trace with respect to the standard basis of Theorem 5.2, it is easy

to see that for any tlt..., tm,

(" m T 2\ m

L 2 ta   =[i+ix('«-i)]2í'2-
_i=i  j / i=i

It therefore follows from (2) that 2 (*¡_ %d2 = c2y2> and, in particular, that

{xl — Xl)2^c2y2, i=l,.. .,m. Finally, considering separately the cases when

\X¡\ >2cy and |.Y,| ̂ 2cy, we establish (1). This completes the proof of the lemma,

and thus of the theorem.

Remarks. It would be interesting to find an intrinsic definition of restricted

nontangential convergence on a tube domain, e.g., in terms of invariance under

quasi-analytic automorphisms of the domain. This might prove useful in solving

the problem of characterizing convergence of Poisson integrals on the bounded

symmetric domains of tube type.

8. Concluding remarks. We conclude by discussing in detail the essentially real-

variable problem of the obstacle standing in the way of a proof of a.e. convergence

for Poisson integrals of L1 functions. The method of rotations in its continuous

form is unsuitable because, unlike V and F(log+ L) norms, weak norms are not

subadditive. That is, if m{g){s) = \{x : g{x)>s}\, we do not have the inequality,

m{gx+g2){s)Sm{gx){s) + m{g2){s); the most that can be said is that m{gx+g2){s)

^2[m{gx){s) + m{g2){s)]. Using the latter inequality, we made what seems to be the

best possible use of a discrete method of rotations in proving Theorem 4.2.

What is needed for the L1 case when « > 3 is a proof that

(1) M/JMS) < {Als)\\f\\x,

where A is independent of {j) as well as of/ {fi*. is the maximal function over

"conical" surfaces defined in §§4 and 6.) As has been mentioned, this is the idea of

the proof of the L1 result for Foctant in [12]. The problem is that the sets 7?f;) do not

satisfy the Property A set forth in §3.

Consider, for example, the sets

2J, = {(*!,/■), reJE^: W + I'l S MW-MI S 2"0

as y increases without limit. Letting B¡ be the union of all sets similarly oriented and

congruent to B¡ meeting B¡, we see that \B,\ -»■ 0 while \B,\ ^a>0. That is, sets of

the form B¡ do not satisfy Property A.

Nevertheless, it appears that the answer to the question of a.e. convergence for

Poisson integrals of L1 functions is affirmative. For instance, the hypothesis that
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/GF(log+ L) locally gives us more than we need, implying as it does that

sup Py*f(x)

is locally integrable. Moreover, there is no indication as to why the exceptional case

in 3 dimensions, when a.e. convergence does hold for Poisson integrals of L1

functions, should be exceptional.

A proof of the affirmative, involving as it probably does verification of (1), raises

the interesting question of the identity of the class of sets which can be indexed

according to shape by, say, «-tuples (j) of integers, and whose corresponding

maximal functions satisfy (1).
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